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Multitarget tracking control algorithm under local information
Abstract: As a new generation of application infrastructure and strategic emerging technologies, the internet of
selection interaction mechanism
things (IoT) is an inevitable trend to be integrated into the rapid development of high-speed railways (HSR). This

Distributed reinforcement learning based framework for
for the IoTs. Based
on these concepts, a system
architecture
of the
HSR IoT is proposed
to expand the in-depth
energy-efficient
UAV
relay
against
jamming
article first introduces the concept and key technologies of the HSR IoT, and then analyzes the HSR’s requirements

applications of IoT in various fields of the HSR industry. Finally, future development trends of the HSR IoT are
discussed. This article is expected to provide some useful insights into the study and evolution of HSR IoT.
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1

Introduction

A high-speed railway (HSR) is a railway system that
renovates existing lines to achieve a moving speed above
200 km/h, or specifically builds “high-speed new lines”
to realize moving speeds of more than 250 km/h[1].
It is reported by the China National Railway Group
Co., Ltd. that at the end of 2019, global HSR had reached
52 500 km. More than 1.7 billion passengers are served
per year[2]. By the end of 2020, China’s HSR will reach
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38 000 km, covering 80% of its big cities[3].
It is predicted by the World Railway Union that the
HSRs around the world will reach 50 800 km in the near
future[4]. From the beginning of the 21st century to the
present, HSR has been vastly constructed and developed
all over the world, especially in China. So far, China
has built the Jing Zhang line and the Beijing-Xiongan
line, which exceed 350 km/h[5]. Meanwhile, Japan’s
latest bullet train, “Hayabusa”, has been ramped up to
300 km/h, France’s V150 experimental train TGV has
passed the maximum test speed of 574.8 km/h, and the
German ICE train can run at over 300 km/h[6].
Undoubtedly, the safety and quality of service (QoS)
of HSR cannot be achieved without the assistance of
advanced information technologies. Driven by advanced
information technologies, HSR has entered the era of
intelligent HSR, in which the HSR internet of things
(HSR IoT) plays a very important role[7--14].
This article first introduces development trends of
the HSR, describes the concept of HSR IoT, then
introduces the characteristics and goals of HSR IoT,
elaborating on its architecture and key technologies.
Typical applications of HSR IoT are discussed, and
finally, trends in the development of HSR and HSR IoT
are presented. It is expected that this article will provide
some useful insights for the development of HSR IoT
and also help to provide some reference on intelligent
HSRs.

All articles included in the journal are copyrighted to the ITU and TUP. This work is available under the CC BY-NC-ND 3.0 IGO license:
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/igo/.
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2

Role of IoT in HSR systems

Besides high moving speeds, intelligent HSR must
have the following capabilities: (1) a three-dimensional
safety guarantee, i.e., real-time monitoring and timely
discovery and handling of existing safety hazards at
all stages and locations; (2) comprehensive energy
saving, e.g., consuming not more than 9600 kWh when
operating at 350 km/h, and 4800 kWh when operating at
250 km/h; (3) strong information management platform,
i.e., realizing cross-system, cross-profession and crossindustry application sharing, and integration and
management of the huge number of front-end intelligent
hardware resources; (4) comfort service experience,
e.g., providing comprehensive efficient transfer service
by integrating various transport systems including
HSRs, highways, waterways, shipping, and pipelines,
reducing the logistical costs and accelerating the healthy
competition among various transport systems.
To realize the purpose mentioned above, intelligent
HSR must integrate the benefits of cloud computing, IoT,
big data, Beidou positioning, next-generation mobile
communications, artificial intelligence (AI), and other
advanced information technologies.
Particularly, in order to comprehensively and
accurately understand the status of various types
of equipment and facilities in HSR systems and
to recognize the barrier-free interconnection and
intercommunication among things and people as an
urgent task, deployment of a large number of sensors
and control devices is required to build the HSR IoT.
The goal of the HSR IoT is to improve production
efficiency, reduce labor intensity, and ensure operational
safety. The specific functions of HSR IoT are
summarized as follows.
(1) Digitalized transportation safety. HSR IoT
technologies transform physical information of HSR
objects into digital information in order to realize
the comprehensive analysis and judgment of HSR
equipment, operators, environmental conditions, etc.,
and know the real-time status of all links and elements
of HSR transportation, thus laying the foundation for
safe and efficient transportation management.
(2) Networked interconnection. HSR IoT
intelligently connects HSR systems with things

and establishes an interactive system of people, things,
and the environment, which builds an information
bridge among people, things, and the environment.
This improves the safety and reliability of train system
operation and maintenance through timely and effective
communication. It also provides passengers with
high-quality information and interactive services[13],
offering a network of integrated construction, operation,
maintenance, and mobile services.
(3) Intelligent operation services. HSR IoT takes
advantage of big data, AI, micro-service architecture,
and other technologies, by employing ubiquitous
perception, intelligent monitoring, augmented reality,
video understanding, and fault prediction technology,
which is capable of providing comprehensive and
accurate analysis, forecasting, decision-making,
and service recommendation. This should achieve
intelligent HSR travel services, predictive operation and
maintenance, proactive safety prevention and control,
and intelligent operation management[14].
Moreover, HSR IoT can enhance the data integration
capability of the HSR industry, improve the integration
of pan-aware data collection and heterogeneous
networks, help to realize data sharing and system
integration, promote the wide-ranging application of
intelligent HSR, and boost the seamless information
sharing among various departments. As a result, the
safety of HSR operations can be greatly enhanced
and the efficiency of the HSR system can be greatly
improved. IoT may also expand the interaction between
HSR and other industries, realize cross-industry data
sharing, help promote the external coordination of HSR
transportation production, operation management, and
security, as well as improve the comprehensive service
experience for passengers.
Additionally, HSR IoT also helps to reduce production
and labor cost, and saves material resources and time,
which establishes an effective marketing system and
improves earnings.

3

Characteristics of HSR IoT

The main characteristics of the HSR IoT are reflected
in three aspects, i.e., comprehensive perception, reliable
transmission, and intelligent processing. Framework of
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the HSR IoT system is shown in Fig. 1.
(1) Comprehensive perception. The HSR system
needs to fully sense the information of the coach such
as temperature, humidity, and vacant seats, information
from the carriage body such as braking devices, power
receiving equipment, wheel and rail equipment, the
shape of the roadbed including rails and sleepers,
the state of power lines such as transmission lines,
overhead contact systems and voltage imbalance, and
status information of the natural environment including
rivers, mountains, tunnels, stations, and passenger flows
along the railway. Collecting abundant information on
each element of HSR anytime and anywhere lays the
foundation for achieving the safe and efficient operation
and control of HSR systems.
(2) Reliable transmission. In HSR IoT, a variety
of mass perception information requires delivery in
real time and remotely within carriages, inter-carriage,
between train-ground links, and among vehicles and
stations, in order to realize effective processing,
scheduling, control, and decision-making. This must
also provide information support for achieving HSR
intelligence. However, in practice, HSR passes through
a variety of scenarios (e.g., viaducts, tunnels, and dense
urban areas), and the wireless channel experiences
severe fading including large-scale fading caused by
path loss, small-scale fading caused by multipaths,
shadow fading caused by occlusion, and penetration
loss caused by metal car bodies, making it difficult to

Fig. 1
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realize reliable information transmission in HSR IoT.
Moreover, interference to the HSR IoT system is very
complicated, such as electromagnetic interference from
the high-voltage power lines and by vehicle body friction,
interference of ground communication networks along
the way and interference caused by high connection
density in urban areas. Also, the Doppler effect caused
by high-speed movement brings a huge challenge to
achieve reliable transmission of information. Thus,
advanced reliable information transmission methods are
required for HSR IoT.
(3) Intelligent processing. In HSR systems, train
scheduling and train control are becoming increasingly
automated and intelligent. This requires the full use
of cloud computing, big data, and AI technology to
quickly analyze and process the massive cross-device,
cross-regional, and cross-sector HSR data received in
real time, digging out valuable information, sorting out
the laws of characteristics, and improving the physical
entity of the HSR system.

4

Architecture of HSR IoT

Similar to the general IoT systems, HSR IoT can also
be divided into the following four layers: the perception
layer, the network layer, the platform layer, and the
application layer, from a top to bottom perspective.
Compared to the four-layered architecture in general
IoT systems[15], HSR IoT replaces the service layer
to the platform layer, applying cloud computing to

Framework of the HSR IoT system.
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support communication and computing. HSR IoT system
architecture is shown in Fig. 2.
(1) The perception layer. As the underlying data
source of the HSR IoT, the perception layer is mainly
used to collect various types of information on people,
devices, and environment in HSR systems by using
advanced sensing technologies, identification, and
positioning technologies, etc.
(2) The network layer. The network layer of HSR
IoT is mainly used to deliver the data obtained by the
perception layer, realize heterogeneous network fusion
and interconnection, and transmit the perception data
transparently to IoT platforms; at the same time, the
layer receives the instructions sent by IoT platforms and

The
Application
Layer

configures the perception layer.
(3) The platform layer. The platform layer of HSR
IoT is based on cloud computing, which uploads
the data collected by sensors and delivers it via the
network layer to the IoT platform for information
aggregation and processing. As a center of data
processing, the platform downwardly manages various
terminals of the HSR systems, and provides services for
application development and system integration such as
design and construction, transportation, production, and
management.
(4) The application layer. The application layer is
the top layer of the HSR IoT. It includes a variety of
applications such as automatic train driving, intelligent
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HSR IoT system architecture.
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operation and maintenance of infrastructure, intelligent
dispatch transportation, and intelligent stations for
construction workers, train operators, managers, and
passengers. It is a service-providing layer, which
dominates the popularization of HSR IoT.

5

Key technologies of HSR IoT

The HSR IoT is a comprehensive and complex system,
covering key technologies in many aspects. Typical
technologies involve sensor detection technology,
recognition and positioning technology, networking and
communication technology, data processing technology,
and intelligent decision-making technology.
5.1

Sensor detection technology

Sensor detection technology, together with computer
technology and communication technology, are called
the three pillars of information technology, mainly
including sensor technology and signal processing
technology. Various sensors are the “sensing organs” of
HSR IoT systems. They are used to perceive information
and obtain the parameters of the collection point,
providing the original information[16] for transmission,
analysis, and decision-making.
With the development of microelectronics,
microfabrication, and integrated technologies, making
sensitive devices and their signal processing circuits
on a single chip can realize the integration and
miniaturization of sensors. Large-scale sensor
deployment provides strong technical support for
building a sensitive HSR IoT.
5.2

Identification and location technology

(1) Identification technology. Identification technology
includes the RFID, bar and 2D codes, and biometrics,
which use recognition techniques to achieve high-speed
identification and traceability of the infrastructure and
its key components. The identification technology has
the merits of real-time tracking, high reliability, and
large storage capacity, and is not restricted by difficult
environments. Via tracking and identification of objects,
the efficiency and service capabilities of HSR logistics
and the efficiency of material management can be
greatly improved. Using biometrics technology, access
management to travelers, HSR managers, and service
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personnel can be efficiently realized and, as a result, the
security of the HSR system is enhanced.
(2) Positioning technology. The positioning
technologies involved in HSR IoT include both satellite
positioning systems such as GPS and Beidou that
can provide large-scale positioning and navigation
services, as well as indoor wireless positioning systems
such as WiFi and UWB that can provide small-scale
positioning in a small area. With positioning technology,
the location, navigation, and tracking of HSR trains,
personnel, and equipment facilities can be easily
realized.
5.3

Networking and communication technology

The data acquired by the sensor from HSR physical
systems need to be transmitted to the vehicle-mounted
computing module or information center for analysis and
computing. Both wired and wireless communications
are involved.
(1) Wired communications. Commonly used wired
communication technologies mainly include various bus
technologies, power-line communication, optical fiber
communications, etc. Wired communication offers high
reliability, strong stability, and strong anti-interference
abilities, which are mainly used in scenarios such as
safe operation control of trains, monitoring and control
of signal equipment, and monitoring and control of
computer rooms. For example, the centralized signal
monitoring system collects the status information data
of various signal devices through the CAN bus and
RS485 bus, and the monitoring unit of the disaster
prediction system collects wind, rain, and snow sensor
information through the RS485 bus and then reports
the detection data through the optical fiber. In addition,
the surveillance video data in the carriage are mainly
transmitted to the onboard storage unit through Ethernet
technology, and the monitoring information of the station
are mainly transmitted to the station management center
through the optical fiber network.
(2) Wireless communications. Wireless
communication networks are widely used in HSR
IoT systems, which include wireless personal area
networks (WPANs), wireless local area networks
(WLANs), wireless wide area networks (WWANs),
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low-power wireless area networks (LPWAN), and
satellite networks. The WPAN is mainly used for
short-range sensor monitoring and transmission, such
as gauge measurement and transmission. NFC and
Bluetooth are the two most popular WPAN technologies
often used in HSR IoT. WLAN is mainly employed for
middle-range sensor monitoring and transmission in
HSR, such as machinery room environment monitoring
and station intelligent monitoring. ZigBee and WIFI are
the two most popular WLAN technologies often used in
HSR IoT. WWAN technologies include GSM-R/LTE-R
and 4G/5G networks, which are capable of supporting
operator communication,
business multimedia
scheduling, vehicle equipment monitoring and backhaul,
and vehicle video monitoring communications[17, 18].
The LPWAN includes the NB-IoT and Lora, which
are used for wide coverage, low-power, low-cost, and
large-scale deployment, such as railway infrastructure,
ground facilities, and natural environment monitoring
applications[19]. Satellite communications are used
to provide special communication services for HSR
transportation management, transportation command,
engineering implementation, and emergency rescue.
Moreover, for related short-distance communication
scenarios, backscatter technology can be applied to
support effective communications via the dedicated
radio frequency (RF) signal or the signals from the
environment, utilizing ambient RF signals to enable
battery-free devices to communicate with each other. It
can be applied to logistical tracking and device tracking
in HSR-IoT[20].
5.4

Data processing technology

The amount of data collected by HSR IoT is huge.
How to effectively store, process, and calculate these
data, and extract valuable information from them is
very important. According to the statistics of the
German DB company, through analysis of the impact of
railway equipment failure on transportation efficiency,
analyzing key equipment failure, identifying priorities,
visually displaying equipment status, and optimizing
maintenance cost, the prediction time of locomotive
failure can be achieved six hours in advance, and the
accuracy of component failure rate prediction can be
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increased by 15% to 86%.
Moreover, analyzing fuel consumption data is used to
optimize the driving habits of individual drivers, while
predicting equipment failure is used to move locomotive
maintenance to state maintenance, saving maintenance
labor costs.
The four commonly used data analysis methods
are descriptive analysis, diagnostic analysis, predictive
analysis, and command analysis. Using the descriptive
analysis method, a large amount of equipment status
and passenger information can be obtained through
equipment statistical report information and passenger
statistical report information. Using the diagnostic
analysis method, HSR data can be read according to
time series. Then, by means of statistical tools and
principal component analysis, useful features can be
extracted and selected, and key factors can be extracted
from the data. Using the predictive analysis method,
which involves regression fitting and Bayesian theory,
equipment failures and passenger numbers can be
evaluated and predicted. Using the command analysis
method, one can discover the causal relationship between
events and carry out efficient transportation planning,
e.g., planning the distance of each route and the driving
speed of each route.
As the scale of data continues to grow, big data
methods, as well as machine learning, deep learning, and
other data mining, can also be employed. For example,
Hadoop, Spark, and other platforms can be deployed
for HSR data storage management. Moreover, in order
to improve data processing efficiency, the cloud-edge
collaborative architecture can also be introduced to speed
up the collaborative processing of data and the effect of
parallel computing.
5.5

Intelligent decision-making technology

On the basis of a large number of sensing devices, a large
amount of collected HSR data and abundant accumulated
knowledge, iterative learning, big data analysis,
knowledge reasoning modeling, and corresponding
AI algorithms can be used to help make decisions.
Semantic technology may also be employed to carry
out information fusion, construct a decision model based
on semantic context, and extract decision information to
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assist HSR operation management, in order to meet the
needs of autonomous operation, intelligent management,
and intelligent-assisted driving in HSR systems.
5.6

Information security technology

The HSR IoT security technology mainly focuses on
implementing more effective security measures on
devices with limited resources to ensure the integrity,
confidentiality, and authenticity of the collected data,
solving the security problems when data are transmitted
across the network, and fully protecting users’ private
information[21].
(1) Device security. As the entrance to the
information of HSR IoT systems, the security of a large
number of IoT devices is very important. By extensively
using security chips and encryption modules, fully
considering equipment electromagnetic compatibility
and signal integrity design, and combining the methods
of tamper protection, zeroing and security keys, and
other software means, the device security of HSR IoT
can be greatly enhanced.
(2) Communication security. It is essential to
introduce a network node identity authentication
mechanism, data integrity protection technology, etc.,
to establish the guaranteed security of information
transmission in HSR IoT, while further strengthening
data filtering and encryption operations to ensure the
accuracy of the transmitted data. By introducing a
network security situational awareness mechanism,
mastering the connected IoT nodes in the network,
analyzing and tracking the traffic of the nodes, and
monitoring and predicting security attacks in real time
can be achieved.
(3) Platform security. It is also very important
to HSR IoT to irregularly monitor and repair
vulnerabilities in operating systems, and monitor and
repair vulnerabilities in common basic applications such
as databases, web, FTP, and other daemons and machine
loads.
(4) Data security. Data security involves checking
and identifying the data access rights to ensure data
integrity and availability, as well as conducting security
audits and monitoring data content.
(5) Application security. The application’s data have
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uniqueness, consistency, and anti-collision properties to
meet data confidentiality, reliability, and availability. By
performing identity authentication and access control on
users, and recording user’s operation records, application
security can be enhanced. Moreover, preventing DOS
attacks and SQL injection are highly critical for
applications.
(6) Operational safety. Disaster recovery
mechanisms and prevention play very important
roles in enhancing the operational safety of HSR IoT.
To this end, each microservice of the system must be
highly reliable and highly available, with no single point
of failure, and must be regularly checked and evaluated.

6

Typical applications of HSR IoT

Currently, HSR IoT has been widely applied to
logistics management, security, material management,
construction management, and train intelligent control,
as shown in Table 1.
6.1

Transportation and logistics in HSR

HSR transportation has gradually become the first choice
for travelers and logistics companies. Correspondingly,
the number of HSR passengers, operation density,
operation, and maintenance intensity are also constantly
growing. With application of HSR IoT, the efficiency
of HSR transportation services can be promoted and
labor costs reduced. Representative applications are as
follows.
(1) Intelligent ticket inspection. Ticket generating,
selling, and verification can be upgraded by HSR IoT.
Using RFID-aware electronic tickets, face recognition,
indoor positioning, and other technologies, passengers’
in-and-out station, identity authentication, self-service
ticketing, information binding, and verification can
be automatically realized, which provides convenient
services for passenger travel, satisfying a large number
of passengers within the limited range of ride demand.
(2) Identification of HSR car number. Using the
automatic car identification system with the electronic
tag recognition that uses a UHF (902–928 MHz) rolling
stock electronic tag attached to the bottom of the vehicle,
the identification device mounted on the ground between
the rails[22] may accurately and efficiently determine the
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Table 1
Service category

Transportation
logistics
condition
monitoring

Infrastructure
condition
monitoring

Ground
equipment
condition
monitoring

Environmental
disaster
condition
monitoring

Rolling
stock
condition
monitoring

Typical HSR IoT applications.

Monitoring object

Remark

Trip passenger identity recognition

Identify passenger identity, location information, and itinerary tracking

Electronic ticket identification

Identify ticket information

Cargo identification

Cargo transshipment, logistics tracking identification, and traceability

Station safety monitoring

Monitor station temperature, smoke, people, equipment, and other
information

Station operation monitoring

Monitoring data of station maintenance and repair operations

Station video surveillance

Video surveillance entrance and exit, waiting hall, ticket gate, and
other crowded areas

Rail condition monitoring

Emphasis has broken rail, rail risk of swelling cold, hot areas,
monitoring the steel rail temperature, displacement, and stress

Subgrade settlement monitoring

Monitoring deformation and settlement of roadbed and cutting slope

Bridge health monitoring

Monitor the structural deformation, vibration characteristics, and
settlement of bridges

Tunnel safety monitoring

Monitor the status of tunnel deformation, internal ventilation, lighting,
and firefighting facilities

Signal ground equipment monitoring

Monitor the status of switches, track circuits, signal lights,
transponders, etc.

Communication tower monitoring

Monitor the vertical and horizontal status of the communication tower,
foundation settlement, etc.

Communication leakage cable status
monitoring

Monitor whether the leaky cable is damaged or broken

Contact network and power supply
equipment monitoring

Monitor the tension, vibration, temperature, etc. of the special section
of the catenary (such as positioning points, tunnel entrances, and exits),
insulation status, temperature, etc. of the equipment

Computer room condition monitoring

Monitor equipment room energy consumption, temperature, dust,
humidity, smoke, water immersion, etc.

Passenger station structural health
monitoring

Monitor the status of complex structures such as station shelters, superlong beams in stations

Gale monitoring alarm

Focus on monitoring areas with high wind speeds

Rainfall monitoring alarm

Focus on monitoring areas and tunnel entrances that are prone to
landslides, debris flows, and rockfalls

Snow depth monitoring alarm

Focus on monitoring areas with frequent snowfall and large snow depth

Construction environment monitoring

Dust concentration and noise monitoring

Locomotive condition monitoring

Monitor locomotive operation, braking, power supply, control, etc.

Locomotive positioning

Identify the real-time location of locomotives through on-board and
ground equipment

Identification of key components

Identify key parts of rolling stock

Sicheng state monitoring

Monitor the driver’s driving, physical health, etc.

Vehicle
equipment
monitoring

condition

Check the status of vehicle control equipment and communication
equipment

Raw material construction identification Engineering construction material identification and management
Construction
condition
monitoring

Construction operation monitoring

Construction site operation monitoring

Construction equipment condition
monitoring

Monitoring the status of construction equipment

Project quality risk monitoring

Construction project quality risk monitoring
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location of the train on the line, the speed, the trips,
and other train information in real time. By doing so,
the operational conditions of the train can be acquired
automatically to provide location services for some
applications including train dispatching and security
monitoring.
(3) HSR logistics and cargo inventory. Via jointly
combining the IoT technology with the whole process
of HSR logistics, using RFID tags and cargo
information integration, deploying the identification
terminal, onboard identifier, and compartment identifier,
using coding, multiplexing, and redundant processing
technology, the HSR logistics IoT system can be
well-built. Further, according to delivery routes,
consignee, departure time, etc., goods and transportation
information can be recorded, thus efficiently completing
cargo distribution in warehousing, transportation,
handling, and distribution process synergistics[23].
6.2

Security protection aspects

The safety of HSR is a top priority in the entire HSR
systems, and is related to the life and health of passengers
and the safety of users’ property. With simultaneously
increasing capacity and line mileage, the frequency
and task overhead of railway safety-related detection
and monitoring are also greatly increased. Using HSR
IoT technology, where a variety of advanced sensors
can be deployed to monitor and regularly detect the
locomotive, vehicles, road base, and the signals and
natural environment along the track, all collected data
can be conveyed to the control center through public or
private networks for processing, analysis, and decisionmaking. The vehicle and signal along the line thus can
be effectively controlled[24], greatly reducing the labor
cost and improving the efficiency of HSR systems. At
the same time, with HSR IoT, it is easy to accumulate
a large amount of historical data, which may be used
to extract potential laws and hidden dangers of HSR
systems, greatly enhancing the safety level of HSR.
Representative applications are as follows.
(1) Locomotive safety monitoring. Using IoT, the
locomotive, vehicle control system, traffic safety state,
bearings, hub, braking actuation system, fire danger, and
power supply system can be monitored in real time. This
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may automatically form the fault warning and then report
to the operating center. At the same time, operating
parameters, security parameters, power supply state,
fire and smoke information are also transmitted to the
onboard locomotive central processing unit. Through
comprehensive diagnostic analysis and synthesis, in
conjunction with external traffic data, accurate decisions
can be output to ensure locomotive correct operations.
(2) Environmental disaster monitoring. The
external environment has a great impact on
HSR operations. Through monitoring of the HSR
station, roadside, computer room, and other natural
environmental states including wind, rain, snow,
earthquakes, landslides, subgrade settlement, room
temperature, and humidity, and sending the data to
the back-end monitoring platform through networks,
comprehensive analysis, risk, and safety assessment
can be realized. Warning or alarming can be sent to
the operation control center, helping to avoid natural
disasters.
(3) Equipment and facilities monitoring. By
collecting the status information of HSR lines,
communication signal equipment, power supply
equipment, bridge tunnels, and other equipment facilities
through IoT sensors, including vehicle-mounted sensors,
ground facilities, and power supply equipment sensors,
and then aggregating and processing the data at the local
monitoring unit, the aggregated data will be sent back to
the monitoring center for data analysis and processing.
Thus, real-time monitoring of equipment working status,
fault diagnosis, early warning, and the formation of full
life-cycle management of equipment can be realized
to provide auxiliary decision-making suggestions for
driving safety.
6.3

Supplies management

There are many types of HSR materials. The workload of
material identification using traditional manual methods
is huge, often making it difficult to obtain or change
the material information in real time. The efficiency
of large-scale delivery is low. In order to meet the
actual needs of HSR materials management, the role
of railway material information management during
the operation of the railway becomes increasingly
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prominent. The use of identification technologies such
as electronic tags and QR codes to establish unique
identification of parts, materials, and tools, provides
data support for the unified management, deployment,
and maintenance of HSR equipment assets. It is of great
significance to improve the quality of work, strengthen
cost reduction, and enhance work efficiency through
HSR IoT for railway material management and control.
Representative applications are as follows.
(1) Material storage management. IoT-based
warehouse management is the integration of perceptual
identification technology into the five major stages,
i.e., pre-storage preparation, warehousing management,
storage management, stock-out management, and
distribution management. These are capable of
improving warehouse management efficiency[25]. Based
on item barcodes and RFID technologies, material
attributes such as material manufacturers, prices, batches,
etc., are obtained through identification equipment. A
material storage process is then established. Moreover,
with indoor positioning technology and infrared
identification technology, material storage and stock-out
management efficiency can be greatly enhanced.
(2) Material state monitoring. Via the use of
smart sensors or identification equipment to monitor
and manage the key parts of the HSR EMU,
and comprehensively managing the usage status,
maintenance status, spare parts, tools, and materials,
a digitalized material state monitoring management
system of HSR can be realized. Herein, electronic
tags and two-dimensional codes are employed to bind
with accessories and materials, establishing a spare parts
library. Radiofrequency identification technology, face
recognition, and fingerprint recognition are employed to
trace the entire process of material use, inventory, and
return.
(3) Identification and supervision of HSR
infrastructure. By applying RFID electronic tags,
two-dimensional codes, bar codes, laser coding, and
other technologies to HSR infrastructural facilities and
installing tags on automated maintenance equipment,
automatic management of equipment maintenance and
repair processes can be greatly promoted. Moreover,
installing safety labels on the working area of the strand,
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assembly line stations, and warehouse cargo positions,
along with the use of hand-held operation terminals,
are conducive to achieving the fine management of the
maintenance operation process and inventory.
6.4

Construction management

Railway engineering construction is a complex system of
engineering, mainly including design and construction
of bridges, subgrades, tunnels, and track engineering.
These often have relatively long construction periods[26]
with many participating companies, presenting with
difficulty in collaborative organization. With the
continuous development of HSR construction, there is
a large amount of engineering equipment and resources
that need to be maintained and managed in engineering
construction. The existing management methods are
mainly manual and thus inefficient and difficult, so
that the requirement of efficient management is no
longer met. Thus, it needs to introduce advanced
technology for real-time management of equipment
and labor. The application of HSR IoT to engineering
construction involves construction material management,
comprehensive construction management and control,
and engineering quality supervision. Representative
applications are as follows.
(1) Construction materials management. Using
HSR IoT helps realize the digital management of the
whole process of raw materials and components. Digital
management follows the principles of identification
and voucher, realizes the traceability of the entire
construction process, strengthens quality control from
the source, builds a comprehensive platform for material
allocation and management, and achieves material
coordination across departments and locations.
(2) Comprehensive construction monitoring. Via
deployment of sensor clusters and camera monitoring
systems, remote monitoring of construction projects
can be achieved, covering sites with high security
risks and realizing comprehensive control. Moreover,
establishing a construction automation safety monitoring
system based on an IoT platform is helpful toward
achieving real-time data collection, analysis, and early
warning. Developing an early warning system based
on microwave electronic technology can assist in video
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intrusion recognition, which can alarm for large machine
and personnel intrusion in real time and automatically
release mechanical power. In addition, infrared
recognition, face recognition, and video monitoring
can be employed to establish construction personnel
operation safety control systems. By deploying vibration
sensors, radar detectors, voltage and current sensors,
temperature and humidity sensors, comprehensive
monitoring and control of construction equipment can be
realized. Deployment of wind, rain, fire, and earthquake
sensors to monitor the construction site environment
and foundation greatly enhances the safety of HSR
construction.
(3) Supervision of engineering quality. Establishing
classification and grading monitoring systems that
integrate big data technology to collect, analyze, and
extract status to predict problem trends are helpful
in solving quality and safety problems. It is effective
for building the question database to solve the quality
and safety inspection problems of construction projects,
such as tunnel light explosion effect problems, box
girder tension grouting problems, and subgrade filling
construction problems. Moreover, through use of tunnel
3D laser scanning, intelligent tension grouting, and
subgrade continuous compaction detection technology,
the safety and quality of the HSR construction projects
can be ensured.
6.5

Intelligent train control

The development of HSR highly depends on the
performance improvement of the brake control systems.
Without a safe, efficient, and fast braking system,
the development of HSR will be stagnant. In
traditional brake control systems, various parameters
are transmitted via CAN and 1553B buses during
train operation. Wired lines are easily broken during
HSR motion, and the deployment of large-scale wired
networks costs too much. Therefore, designing a lowcost, low-complexity, and high-reliability HSR IoT
network to transmit real-time control information to
the coordinator node such as detected train shaft
temperature, balanced air cylinder pressure, and train
speed information for real-time display and storage on
the upper computer side has a very important supporting
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role in improving the train’s intelligent control.

7

Development trend of HSR IoT

The new generation of information technologies,
including 5G, big data, and AI, is booming. The timely
integration of these technologies can further enhance the
HSR systems’ perception, transmission, analysis, and
decision-making capabilities.
7.1

AI assisted HSR IoT

With the increase in massive data access and processing
capabilities, traditional computing methods cannot meet
data processing needs. AI can fill the gap between data
collection and data analysis, and HSR IoT incorporating
AI will become more popular. So far, AI has been
integrated into IoT, which forms AIoT (AI + IoT)
technology. On one hand, AI needs IoT to provide
huge volumes of sensed data; on the other hand,
IoT needs AI to enhance its information processing
capability. Advanced machine-learning methods have
been discussed in IoT systems to deal with different
attacks, e.g., DoS, jamming, and spoofing[27]. For
the driving systems, some intelligent methods can be
adopted to improve the performance. For example, by
applying computer vision to IoT systems, the driver
safety monitoring system can be realized to predict
the risk during the driving period[28]. An intelligent
time-adaptive data-driven method has been proposed to
diagnose faults[29]. To conclude, the values of integrating
AI into the HSR IoT will be mainly reflected in
comprehensive security monitoring, video acquisition
and analysis, fault diagnosis, and auxiliary decisionmaking.
(1) Intelligent diagnosis and predictive
maintenance of equipment and facilities. With
HSR IoT, the status of equipment and facilities is
monitored. Then, by employing AI with pattern
recognition and cluster analysis and expert systems,
automatic analysis models can be established, and
possible faults can be predicted in advance, which may
provide valuable predictive maintenance suggestions.
(2) Intelligent and comprehensive monitoring.
With computer vision, video information is collected
by cameras. Then, with intelligent image processing,
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state recognition, spatial shape description, geometric
modeling, and motion tracking, the target objects
in video data can be detected, identified, tracked,
and measured automatically by machine, replacing
the functionality of the human eyes. Intelligent
comprehensive monitoring can be employed in station
operation, entry management, emergency handling, and
intrusion detection.
(3) Intelligent decision-making. Based on complex
information such as the external environment of the train,
the status of the line network, and the status of the station
collected by sensors, and with current traffic flow and
freight flow, the production scenario can be intelligently
identified, the vehicle flow path can be optimized, the
scheduling plan can be efficiently adjusted, and scientific
predictions, decisions, and recommendations can be
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made by using AI technology.
For example, a high pixel infrared camera with a
computing module can be used to capture the railroad
switch machine position image, as shown in Fig. 3,
where the raw image is processed, and the feature is
extracted locally by online computer vision analysis.
Meanwhile, the video data, railroad switch machine
position information, temperature, humidity, vibration,
and other data are delivered via communication lines to
the computing center for learning with AI algorithms.
Huge amounts of data can be accumulated via long-term
monitoring. Deep learning may be employed to train an
efficient model to improve the alarming accuracy.
Figure 4 shows the analyzed results obtained by
machine learning with the real measurement data
of Jinan Railway Bureau, China, which shows that
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Fig. 3

AI-enhanced railroad switch machine monitoring system based on computer vision.

Fig. 4

AI-enhanced railroad switch machine monitoring result.
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the precision is within 0.1 mm, satisfying the real
requirement of monitoring the action of the railroad
switch machine.
7.2

5G enhanced HSR IoT

5G not only enhances the communication quality,
but its massive network access, ultra-low-latency,
high-reliability transmission, and high speed of
information may also inspire many new HSR services
such as seamless transfer among different types of
transportations and automatic driving control[30]. First,
5G’s massive connection capacity helps to achieve
full coverage along the HSR, which can drive the
development of the railway economic belt. Second, 5G’s
large bandwidth capability can support downloading a
large amount of monitoring data such as locomotives and
EMUs, realizing the transmission of large numbers of
vehicles to the ground. Third, with 5G’s low-latency
capability, passengers can browse videos and better
enjoy information services such as online ticket purchase,
online ordering, and intermediate transfer[31].
By applying 5G key technologies, the communication
qualities of HSR can be improved significantly[32]. For
example, in order to reduce the handover frequency,
the control-data plane decoupling architectures of 5G
can be employed and distributed antennas can be
deployed along the track[33], as shown in Fig. 5. Further,

Fig. 5

Distributed antenna assisted handover in HSR IoT.

Fig. 7
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the time-domain power allocation policy[34, 35] can be
adopted to reduce handover failure and communication
interruption probabilities. The experimental results are
shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the handover
region is in the range of 1.4 km to 1.6 km. For the
traditional hard-handover scenario, both the handover
failure probability and communication interruption
probability reach 100%. With 5G architecture and the
power adjustment, the handover failure probability and
communication interruption probability can be reduced
by approximately 20% and 15%, respectively.
7.3

Wirelessly powered HSR IoT

In future HSR IoT, a large number of devices will
be deployed, making the manual management of the
battery very costly. Therefore, energy harvesting such
as RF energy harvesting may be employed to power and
collect data from the low-power IoT devices[36]. Some
recent works have started focusing on wireless power
transfer for railway systems[37, 38]. As shown in Fig. 7, the
sensors can be powered by the signals transmitted from
the nearby base stations or by some dedicated power
stations. The ground low-power IoT devices also can

Fig. 6 Handover failure probability and communication
interruption probability.

Illustration of wirelessly powered HSR IoT.
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be powered by the RF transmitter mounted on the train.
Figure 8 shows the achievable information-energy (I
E/ region over the link from the moving train and the
ground IoT devices for different moving speeds. It is
seen that the lower the moving speed of the train, the
larger the achievable I E region. Particularly, when
the speed reaches 85 m/s, the I E region shows a
distinct improvement compared to others. In addition,
there is a trade-off between the harvested energy and the
received information.
7.4

UAV-assisted HSR IoT

Owing to the advantages of flexibility and low cost, with
no risk of losing pilots, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV)
may be deployed to provide wireless communication
and computing services for HSR IoT[39]. UAV can
be regarded as the aerial base station to support
communication and computing services, or it can
provide these services individually [40, 41].
For example, as shown in Fig. 9, by using the
UAV equipped with a camera, wireless communication
module, and computer, the roadbed and power lines
along the track can be scanned periodically. Consider

Fig. 8

I–E region of wirelessly powered HSR IoT.

Fig. 9

that the amount of the recorded video or image data may
be too large and the computing capability of the UAV is
limited: the data can offload the captured data to nearby
base stations to achieve edge computing. Moreover,
as the available energy of the UAV is limited, by
adaptively adjusting the flying speed and offloading the
data amount, the computing task can be accomplished
by the cooperation between UAV and ground edge
computing provided by the base stations.
Figure 10 shows the velocity of the UAV versus the
time slot along the track, illustrating that when the UAV
approaches a base station, it flies with slower speed, and
when it departs from a base station, it gradually speeds
up. When it reaches the target, i.e., the computer center,
it shows its highest speed.
7.5

Blockchain assisted HSR IoT

HSR IoT information transmission is a one-to-many
form. It is susceptible to various factors in information
transmission, which has hidden risks. Integrating
blockchain may solve the security problems to a certain
extent and provide a sufficient guarantee for the safe
operation of the HSR IoT to a large extent[42]. So far,
blockchain has been combined with IoT, emerging as the
new IoT technology, namely BIoT (Block chain + IoT).
By decentralization, blockchain can realize managing
access for numerous IoT devices, and guarantee network
security and data privacy. More details are have been
published[43--45].
The core idea of the blockchain is to establish an
open and transparent rule through the program algorithm,
to create a network to ensure the trust and security
of transactions between peers. The integration of the
blockchain into the HSR IoT is mainly reflected in
two aspects. One is decentralization, and the other is
to ensure the authenticity of the cross-link and cross-

Illustration of UAV-assisted HSR IoT.
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Fig. 10

Velocity performance of UAV-assisted HSR IoT.

industry flow of IoT data. The blockchain has a broad
application space in HSR IoT such as security control,
product traceability, and encrypted tickets.
(1) Innovative safety risk management and control
methods. One of the most important features of the
blockchain is collective maintenance, which can be
applied to the railway safety management system
first. Based on the four elements of human, machine,
environment, and management involved in railway
safety production, relying on a large historical and realtime database can innovatively establish efficient safety
management prevention and control systems.
(2) Optimizing a logistics supply chain system. By
employing blockchain, HSR logistics are able to solve
the trust issue between railway companies and social
enterprises, reduce logistics supply chain transaction
costs and the risk of railway logistics services, increase
trading volume, improve the quality and efficiency of
logistics services, and strengthen the railway’s ability to
control the entire logistics service.
(3) Promoting the generating of encrypted digital
tickets. Blockchain can further promote the development
of electronic tickets and solve the problems related to
security in the development of digitized tickets. The
application of encryption features of the blockchain
can improve the security and fault tolerance of
passenger ticket information, enhance the efficiency
of ticket allocation and flow direction, protect users’
privacy, optimize credit management, and improve the
automation and intelligence of passenger transportation
services.
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Conclusion

The HSR transportation system is an important
industry in a country’s economy and has a good
developmental environment and foundation. By means
of HSR IoT including sensor technology, embedded
system technology, communications technology,
cloud computing, and other advanced information
technologies, the HSR physical world is closely
connected with information from the senses and
intelligence perspectives. This drives the entire HSR
industry chain to step into the intelligent era.
In the near future, by integrating integration of a
new generation of information and communication
technology and HSR technology, IoT will leapfrog
HSR’s development and achieve intelligent HSR
construction, intelligent equipment management,
operation, and control, which, in turn, will make
HSR systems much safer, more efficient, more
environmentally friendly, more convenient, and more
comfortable.
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